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“Let’s leave an hour before
the first warning signal” SMUve & SMU MAD, 2018
That was the greatest lesson
learnt for the regatta - to
leave the marina at least one
and a half hours before the
first warning signal.
Thankfully, the race
committee waited for all
boats to reach before
starting the race (we were so
lucky!!).

Day 2

With lady luck on our side, SMUve managed to
bullet two out of three races and came in first
overall for the first day. While, SMU MAD came in
third! The winds were shifty throughout the day and
it was important to spot the right patches in order
to maintain our boat’s position. SMUve sailed into a
patch with little to no wind, allowing other
competing boats to catch up.

This passage race is no
different from the other
passage races we
competed in before.
Knowing that it will be long
and tiring, we were all
prepared to bake in the
sun and give our best shot
as we knew that the bigger
boats in our IRC Class will
definitely be faster than us.
After three and a half
hours, both SMUve and SMU
MAD managed to finish
fourth and sixth.

Lesson learnt: Despite being at a disadvantage, giving up was never an
option. Most importantly, we tried different ways to increase speed, allowing
us to find out where we can improve and what makes a difference.
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Day 3

Great performance shown by both teams - SMUve &
SMU MAD! SMUve came in first for all three races and
was announced the overall winner of the IRC Class!
SMU MAD, on the other hand, came in third overall for
the IRC Class! Our trainings to create markings on the
boats, tweaking different parts of the sail during
different conditions throughout the regatta paid off!
We will definitely continue to work on our tactical,
relative, gust calls and constantly reminding each
other to do minor adjustments once there is a change
in conditions.
Being part of the SMU Sailing team means much
more than competing in the sport itself, it is also a
place where friendships are forged and networks
strengthened. All our alumnus still continue to sail and
at each regatta, we reconnect once again with a
common theme - SAILING. It is a great honour to be
part of such a big and welcoming family and calming
to see familiar faces all around.
P.S: Our background picture features our alumnus
dating back to year twenty o’nine. And, of course, our
amazing coach - Zhen!
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21st Singapore Management
University - Raffles Marina
Western Circuit Sailing

Day 1

Regatta

From shore, the winds outside were promising and the wind forecast on Wind guru was a
tell-tale sign of a good day of racing. We cranked up our stays and tuned to the promising
winds. There was a slight issue with SMUve’s side stays but it was resolved, albeit not with
sweat and tears. The first race of the IRC B class saw the winds dying down a notch. This
was good news for SMUve as the winds were ideal for the Platu and gave the sailors the
hope of a good first race. With clear starts in the first race, SMUve was easily amongst the
leaders of the fleet. All was good and promising until we rounded what we thought was
the first mark with Born in Fire. The next few boats behind us realised that we had rounded
the wrong mark and continued on their course towards the first ACTUAL upwind mark. We
soon realised our mistake and decided to head back up, but by then it was too late. We
eventually finished a disappointing second last. Nonetheless, we did not let the
disappointing first race get in the way of the rest of the races to come. We worked on our
mistakes and bounced back, managing to round, this time, the CORRECT marks in the
second race and finished second. However, we did not manage to pick up our morale or
skills as the winds picked up to more than ten knots for the rest of the day. Fortunately,
Shengli managed better results and took home two out of four bullets for the day. Overall,
it was a good day of racing with varying conditions and required us to be quick on our
feet at all times. The first day of racing taught us to be more alert to our surroundings and
be more detailed when we look at the course area or name of the marks to round. We
also constantly reminded ourselves to check the time for tides and current shifts to ensure
we tune our sails to the right settings and adjust the way we sail to the optimal.
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Day 2
There was a sense of
anticipation lurking in the air,
as everybody gathered at
Raffles Marina following an
intense competition the
previous day. The winds for
the day was medium, and it
gradually became lighter and
lighter throughout the day. For
the IRC A and IRC B class, they
embarked on the passage
race. Following an intense
competition, Born in Fire who
consists of our alumni
emerged second, while our
undergraduate boat SMUve
nailed the 5th place! In the J24
class, we see Shengli fighting
tooth and nail with Balqis,
eventually finishing day 2 level
on points. It is building to be a
very exciting finale for day 3 in
the J24 class!

Day 3
Western day 3 is the finale of this great event that spans
over 2 weeks. It basically started off just like the other days
Western, as least out at sea. However, on shore, it was the
great preparation of the banquet to close the event
beautifully. Every element of the evening function had to be
checked and checked again to ensure that the function
would run smoothly. It was when the sailors return to shore,
the momentum of the evening function starts picking up. One
of the challenges was to usher people who were tipsy from
the free beers
to the banquet
hall. The
evening function
proceeded
rather smoothly
for the evening
with comedic
shenanigans
happening
every now and
then. All in all,
day 3 was a
smooth one,
and a rather
great ending to
a regatta that
spanned over 2
weekends.
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Planning the Western Circuit Sailing Regatta was a long and arduous journey that
involved interacting and working with various stakeholders, including Raffles
Marina and SMU Windsurfing team, not forgetting vendors that provided
sponsorship as well. As with most projects, this meant dealing with uncertainty,
stepping up to take on multiple roles (as both sailors & windsurfers still
competed despite being in the organising committee) and stepping out of one’s
comfort zone to network with different stakeholders to publicise both SMU and
the regatta (this includes speaking with competitors from SMU alumnus, other
tertiary institutions & even competitors from different countries). The exposure
gained from organising one of Singapore’s largest keelboat regattas is
definitely valuable and it is an honour to be able to co-organise a large scale
event. No doubt, everyone in the committee faced minor problems during the
event days but it is the journey that matters and what we take out of it. Living by
our club’s quote - Explore, Dream, Discover - our sailors are always exploring
new boundaries & challenging the status quo, all with the end in mind - achieve
great results, exposure, networking to publicise both SMU, our club and
ourselves & most importantly, do our alma mater proud! Thank you to all who
has made this event possible & onward to the next WCSR!
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FEATURE

Graduating Batch Of 2018

09

Graduation Party 2018

A n ot h e r y e a r , a n ot h e r g r a d
party... More drinks and laughter...
But no tears. Thankfully.

Organised by the year 2s, they
prepared a sumptuous spread of
beef and pork casserole and
fried rice. While the year 3s
prepared sides of stir fried
broccoli, nuggets and popcorn
chicken.
To complete the meal,
the year 4s prepared
key lime pie and
brownies topped with
ice cream.

Happy Graduation Year 5s!
All of you will be dearly missed - Thank you for all
the sailing tips & knowledge that all of you have
passed down to us; Thank you for the fun memories
from all the different social events and regattas too!
All the juniors in SMU Sailing wishes you a smooth
sailing journey in everything you embark on &
please come back when you can!!

The year 2s also
compiled a photo
montage of some of the
best memories of the
graduating batch as
well as a video filled
with well wishes from
the junior batches. I must
say they did a great
job!!! I especially loved
Clement's touching
moment (LOL you should
watch the vid if you get
the chance to).
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VOGUE
MEN
Clement lim
lee kong chian School of Business
SMU Sailing class of 2018, president

ultimate style guide
FEATURING:

Wreck-It-Ralph

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that
you’d never forget?
Crashing into Lady O, and seeing the port side
wooden railing and Glass Roof being torn apart LOL
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4 years in
the club?
The people
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made
on water?
My first TOGR, listening to Justin Siau and testing how
high we can go with the spin up. Spin burst right
through the middle, even 2 Colin Tan could fit through
the hole
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your
juniors?
Boat crashes are inevitable don’t blame the helm.
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Who wanna sail SB20 for Western 2019
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Granny
1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing
that you’d never forget?
Mm, too many... Maybe my first ever regatta
with SMU Sailing and joining the club in
general. Everyone was so nice and friendly
and warm and welcoming. Also, it was so nice
to have a place (library table) to go to in
school between classes and also with
guaranteed lunch buddies.
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4
years in the club?
Friends and good memories
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake
you made on water?
Beaching the boat at RM because
freaking james lim insisted on a hoist
though it was storming. And being stuck
out there in the crazy storm and then Pu
Fang whining that Collin Lim doesn't care
about her because he didn't come to
save her (okay he took very very very long
that the storm was almost over by then).
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to
give your juniors?
Write in your sailing notebook!!!
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Thanks for the good times!

Koh Ling Ying
Lee Kong Chian School of Business
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Vice president
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Baker Belle

Annabelle Lam
Lee kong chian School of Business
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Honorary general secretary

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that you’d never forget?
My first sailing party, SMU Sailing’s 10th Anniversary. Had a bit of a culture shock
when i saw how sailors had crazy ideas to celebrate the event haha
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4 years in the club?
The friendships forged and the experiences gained. I doubt i would have had the
chance to sail in any other circumstance and I’m glad i found this opportunity in SMU
and also gained a family in the process.
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made on water?
When I called for a gybe which led to us losing to NUS in one of the RSYC regattas
LOLL
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your juniors?
Work hard at both sailing and school and don’t forget the ppl around you who will be
your lifelong friends! Sailing has definitely been the highlight of my uni life and i hope
it will be the same for you guys!
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Don’t be strangers and I expect to see all of you regularly! Thank you all for the past
4years and it wouldn’t have been as great without any one of you! LOVE YOU GUYS!
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Skwatson
James lim
Lee Kong Chian School of Business
SMU Sailing class of 2018, finance director
1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that you’d
never forget?

2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4
years in the club?
My biggest takeaway would definitely be all
the friendships, connections and people that
I’ve met through SMU Sailing. They light and
forge my path throughout my 4 years in SMU
in so many ways. My SMU life would be
drastically different if I hadn’t chosen SMU
Sailing. But that’s probably a cliché answer that
everyone gives, so I’ll say that my personal
takeaway would be the skills and life lessons I
learnt from sailing. I feel like learning to sail is
like learning how to ride a bicycle, it’s a skill
you’ll always remember for life and it can help
you in many situations you might encounter.
The life lessons that I’ve learnt, I’ll also take
with me on my future journey through life.

I’ll never forget my first overseas sailing experience which
was TOGR 2015. I had an amazing crew, we got to sail a
really fun big boat (X99) and I felt that it was the regatta
which brought me to the next level of sailing. The whole trip
was phenomenal, and I can still feel in my bones how excited
I was back then.
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made
on water?
Choosing to hoist a spin in the middle of a
thunderstorm. As expected, we lost control of the
spin and the boat and ended up beaching the boat
next to RM. We ended up beaching the boat so deep
in that even with the rescue boat’s help, the ropes
snapped apart when trying to pull our boat out. The
thunderstorm and heavy rain made the situation even
more exciting. I remember seeing everyone freaking
out and being scared and that just put a bigger smile
on my face.

4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your juniors?
Make the most out of every training session and regatta. Ask questions,
always reflect on how you can do better and don’t be afraid to try new things
that you read on the internet or things that you’ve learnt from talking to more
experienced people. If it succeeds, you improve, if it fails, you learn. Win-win
either way.
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
I believe we are the golden batch. We’ve all improved so much and it’s a
damn shame we ain’t never got to sail together. 5 or 6 up (Sober). Tsk tsk.
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Most Inspiring Leader
Fat Boy
Colin Tan
School of Social Sciences
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Logistics director

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing
that you’d never forget?
I will never forget the time when I almost died
at Nongsa when KYM necklocked me (but
didn’t manage to hurt me). I will also never
forget the time when Sng Jiaping took a
bottle to threaten me but all is well once
again.
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4
years in the club?
The 10 kilos I gained because of SMU Sailing!!
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake
you made on water?
The time when I told Mothi to “Eh let me
show you how to do it”, but in the end I
screwed it up.
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to
give your juniors?
You can catch flies with honey, but you can
catch more honeys bein fly
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Nice to have been acquainted with you lot.
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RBF

Chantel Ng
lee kong chian School of Business
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Mains Trimmer

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that you’d never forget?
When we were first sent out as a batch-only crew for Platu Cup!! We were super excited (& terrified) so we
trained every sat/sun despite the shitty haze and called ourselves the UnderCats :D even though we ended up
tearing Kevin Scott’s relatively new jib, it was all good.
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4 years in the club?
MY FRIENDS ARE NOW MY FAMZ & also belle’s notes for whenever I sleep in class
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made on water?
I called for heads on the gybe and I thought that my helm was grabbing the sheet to pass it to me so i bent
down to reach for it (i was half standing on the j24). But… turns out she was gybing the main for me and
instead I got flung off the boat LOL
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your juniors?
Pls enjoy every moment of University. I already miss it!!
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Thank you for being my closest family in SMU and atb to everyone for the future!! Can’t wait to see how we all
turn out 10 years from now ❤
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Alexandra Koh
School of Economics
SMU Sailing Class of 2018, Bow-woman

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU
Sailing that you’d never forget?
Crying everyday during FISU training in
Perth ‘cos I thought I wouldn’t be able to
sail and messed everything up HAHAHA
and also some stupid stuff that happen in
Subic hehe *wink*
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from
your 4 years in the club?
My friends I've made and getting to go for
all sorts of regattas in Singapore and
elsewhere, and I guess without SMU sailing
I’d be extremely lazy and unfit cos I
wouldn't gym or run on my own cos ew i
hate exercising. But its been a fun past 4
years, still got another 0.5 years with y'all
but thnks fr th mmrs guys.
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake
you made on water?
It’s only funny now when I look back on it
but one time during training I slipped off
the boat at the bow but managed to hold
onto the jib sheet so I didn’t fall off the
boat. And as I was struggling to pull
myself back onto the boat, COLIN TAN
decided to release the jib sheet and there
I went falling into the sea...also I think I
directed my boat to the wrong mark at
least twice during races oops (sorry mates)

4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your juniors?
Y'all cute but stop bullying me I AM YOUR SENIOR PLEASE
RESPECT. And also, have fun and enjoy your time in SMU/
sailing cos it really passes by super quick! Work hard during
training and listen to your coach too so you can improve ya
"
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Bye fwens but not really bye cos I will probably still see y'all
around anyway (esp belle cos you my neighbour so you stuck
with me 4eva)
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BubblyBeat

Beatrice
School of Accountancy
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Bow-Woman

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that you’d never forget?
Crashing straight into Lady O, with me being at the bow. Watching the
metal railings on SMUmad bend, while my life flashed across my eyes. I
also rmb seeing a massive hole in Lady O and thinking "Wah, our boat
damn strong sia!"
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4 years in the club?
Sailing teaches alertness and courage, especially in storms and wavy seas.
There is truly no better way of learning these intangible life lessons than
out there in the hands of Poseidon :) Oh and of course, alertness and
courage is useful socially too - alertness in the form of staying sober, and
courage in the form of liquid courage hehe!

3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made on water?
During Platu cup, James and I were doing a cabin hoist- he
throws out the spin, while I hoist. I remember hoisting with all my
strength, and even using my entire body weight. I was thinking
"Shit, all my gymming is useless, how come so hard to hoist ah".
At the same time, Clement was hollering at us asking us why the
hoist was so slow. Then James yelled "OH SHIT, Beat stop
hoisting!!! YOU'RE HOISTING OUT THE FUEL TANK OH SHIT
OH SHIT" And true enough, dangling out of the boat, tangled
with the spin, was our dear orange fuel tank. We nearly tore our
spin, and lost a fuel tank to Poseidon that fine day
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your juniors?
Don't be afraid to suggest tactics/ ask questions/ make calls on
the boat. Half the time, seniors are too, unsure of what we are
doing. Our job is to be calm, impart what we know, and act like
we know. Courage brings you a long way! At the end of the day,
it's a never ending learning voyage for us all!
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Thank you for the memories and the black holes.. in these
memories. Let's continue having more Vitamin Sea in our lives,
while creating more memories (or the lack thereof) together!
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The Sassy One
Jade loh
lee kong chian school of business
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Marketing & Communications director

1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that
you’d never forget?
Probably Chairing 19th Western and all the
memories after we celebrated the end of WCSR!
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4 years in
the club?
Great Tolerance (haha)
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made
on water?
James punching me in the face when he was keeping
the spin (unintentionally) during a hatch drop at TOGR
on the hijinks. It wasn’t funny then, but it is now.
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your
juniors?
Do your best in everything, be humble and never
forget how precious people/relationships are in this
club.
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
Thank you for these wonderful 4 years guys, I
wouldn’t have been able to get through many of
those tough moments without you all. I wish
everyone the best of luck in everything you set
your hearts on pursuing after grad, adulting is not
gonna be easy and we’ll probably face some
knocks along the way but you guys are the most
tenacious people I’ve ever met so I think we’ll all
be fine.
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The Mysterious One
1) What’s a memory of being in SMU Sailing that you’d
never forget?
Chilling with the team after racing. Best part about sailing.
2) What’s the biggest takeaway from your 4 years in the
club?
Friends and new experience
3) What’s the funniest story of a mistake you made on
water?
Thinking I could hold the pressure in the spin, ended
up in a broach, Chinese gybe and half the crew
overboard. Wasn’t funny at the time though. Also
getting protested 2 out of 4 days in the Philippines was
quite interesting
4) Any words of advice/love you’d like to give your
juniors?
Every second and every point from every race counts. It’s
never over until it’s over. Always give your 100%, you’ll be
surprised that with hard work and efforts, you can beat even
the most talented team
5) Any parting phrases to your batch?
I'm not one for being sentimental but I must say this batch
is a group of one of the most fun loving, humble practical
and down to earth bunches I have met. I really respect that!

Brian David James
School of Accountancy
SMU Sailing class of 2018, Jib trimmer
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15th Executive
Committee
Elections

Introducing SMU Sailing’s Fifteenth EXCO:
President & Training Development Officer - Ravipha Nilju
Vice President & Marketing and Communications Director - Kevin Goh
Honorary General Secretary - Marcus Ee
Finance Director & Logistics Director - Christian Chang

Organised by the SMU Sailing Alumni
EXCO, this event welcomed different
generations of sailors back to where it
all began… SMU! Being back in familiar
grounds and having a common topic/
conversation starter: “sailing”, bonded
both the undergraduates and alumnus,
allowing everyone to mingle around.

Alumni
Interaction Night
2018
All the videos played
reminded every sailor
about their fond memories
during their time at SMU
Sailing;
for
the
undergraduates, it allowed
them to know the history of
the club and its milestones.
As everyone moves on to
different stages of their
lives, we are still one big
SMU Sailing family! A big
thank you to Mr Andrew
Tam for attending the
event as well!

